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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Sector Finance offers market-neutral investment strategies with compre-

hensive risk analysis

Sector Finance engaged Halborn to conduct a security audit on their

smart contracts beginning on January 9th, 2023 and ending on February

17th, 2023 . The security assessment was scoped to the smart contracts

provided in the sector-contracts GitHub repository. Commit hashes and

further details can be found in the Scope section of this report.

1.2 AUDIT SUMMARY

The team at Halborn was provided five weeks for the engagement and as-

signed a full-time security engineer to audit the security of the smart

contract. The security engineer is a blockchain and smart-contract se-

curity expert with advanced penetration testing, smart-contract hacking,

and deep knowledge of multiple blockchain protocols.

The upgradeable contracts were added as an assessment enhancement for

sixth week.

The purpose of this audit is to:

• Ensure that smart contract functions operate as intended

• Identify potential security issues with the smart contracts

In summary, Halborn identified several security risks that were mostly

addressed by the Sector Finance team.

1.3 TEST APPROACH & METHODOLOGY

Halborn performed a combination of manual and automated security testing

to balance efficiency, timeliness, practicality, and accuracy in regard
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to the scope of this audit. While manual testing is recommended to

uncover flaws in logic, process, and implementation; automated testing

techniques help enhance coverage of the code and can quickly identify

items that do not follow the security best practices. The following

phases and associated tools were used during the audit:

• Research into architecture and purpose

• Smart contract manual code review and walkthrough

• Graphing out functionality and contract logic/connectivity/functions

(solgraph)

• Manual assessment of use and safety for the critical Solidity vari-

ables and functions in scope to identify any arithmetic related

vulnerability classes

• Manual testing by custom scripts

• Scanning of solidity files for vulnerabilities, security hot-spots,

or bugs. (MythX)

• Static Analysis of security for scoped contracts, and imported func-

tions. (Slither)

• Testnet deployment (Brownie, Remix IDE)

RISK METHODOLOGY:

Vulnerabilities or issues observed by Halborn are ranked based on the risk

assessment methodology by measuring the LIKELIHOOD of a security incident

and the IMPACT should an incident occur. This framework works for commu-

nicating the characteristics and impacts of technology vulnerabilities.

The quantitative model ensures repeatable and accurate measurement while

enabling users to see the underlying vulnerability characteristics that

were used to generate the Risk scores. For every vulnerability, a risk

level will be calculated on a scale of 5 to 1 with 5 being the highest

likelihood or impact.

RISK SCALE - LIKELIHOOD

5 - Almost certain an incident will occur.

4 - High probability of an incident occurring.

3 - Potential of a security incident in the long term.
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2 - Low probability of an incident occurring.

1 - Very unlikely issue will cause an incident.

RISK SCALE - IMPACT

5 - May cause devastating and unrecoverable impact or loss.

4 - May cause a significant level of impact or loss.

3 - May cause a partial impact or loss to many.

2 - May cause temporary impact or loss.

1 - May cause minimal or un-noticeable impact.

The risk level is then calculated using a sum of these two values, creating

a value of 10 to 1 with 10 being the highest level of security risk.

CRITICAL HIGH MEDIUM LOW INFORMATIONAL

10 - CRITICAL

9 - 8 - HIGH

7 - 6 - MEDIUM

5 - 4 - LOW

3 - 1 - VERY LOW AND INFORMATIONAL
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1.4 SCOPE

Code repositories:

1. Sector Contracts - initial scope

• Repository: sector-contracts

• Commit ID: c4a2302719e623c938ace430c39bd1e77e1e5fe1

• Smart contracts in scope:

1. src/common/BatchedWithdrawEpoch.sol

2. src/vaults/ERC4626/SectorBaseEpoch.sol

3. src/vaults/ERC5115/SCYWEpochVault.sol

4. src/vaults/sectorVaults/AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

5. src/strategies/gearbox/ILevConvex.sol

6. src/strategies/gearbox/levConvex.sol

7. src/strategies/gearbox/levConvex3Crv.sol

8. src/strategies/gearbox/levConvexVault.sol

9. src/common/BatchedWithdraw.sol - inheritance refactor

10. src/vaults/ERC4626/SectorBase.sol - inheritance refactor

In addition, the Sector Finance team provided several fixes with commit

IDs:

- 4ae18086519e6f5fc43d1d135aa55672a0c75544

- 6410cbae28d2eede9551fbae61ab2ee476b1c4cc

- 3452464bbfccb6c566de4e7932b89c9beb349b2a

- 67deb4217d4a9a04047ecc253773601bef1303fa

- 7c9f3c3a21dc9170180609c255677abd872ef2b7

- 2e5b58695e896caf277f5758ea81e6d4141b58df

- e3b75384c070e7b0f79d1a6e02125d2015b1b1d5

- 75c4d2d4ba4ca2fff0e9f7927874093fc3435be8

- ccf53ebdbd964252c7a81be11464ed7cea3907e7

- e6d3d473b97fe52871381e7e10ae8ae6a6359f8c
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2. Upgradeable Contracts - enhancement requested after 8th of February

• Repository: sector-contracts, branch:dev

• Commit ID: 8b7bc4a385f193a3a45ec06396cd567a0456ccb6

• Smart contracts in scope:

1. src/common/AuthU.sol

2. src/common/FeesU.sol

3. src/vaults/ERC4626/ERC4626U.sol

4. src/vaults/ERC4626/SectorBaseU.sol

5. src/vaults/ERC4626/SectorBaseWEpochU.sol

6. src/vaults/ERC5115/SCYBaseU.sol

7. src/vaults/ERC5115/SCYVaultU.sol

8. src/vaults/ERC5115/SCYWEpochVaultU.sol

9. src/vaults/sectorVaults/AggregatorVaultU.sol

10. src/vaults/sectorVaults/AggregatorWEpochVaultU.sol

11. src/SectorBeaconProxy.sol

12. src/SectorFactory.sol

In addition, the Sector Finance team provided several fixes with commit

IDs on dev branch:

- 1118e1d138832d2f108c9bf486092069a4801e6d

- ac539c3a08b3287e2aa54b87a7d7ca527c4a6c76

- e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65

3. Deployment scripts

• Repository: sector-contracts, branch:dev

• Commit ID: 00d2541459189617505afab0995321503d38459d

• Scope - only part related to the upgradeable contracts deployment

1. deployVault function

2. vaultFactory directory

3. vaults directory

The Sector Finance team uses BeaconProxy along with UpgradeableBeacon for

upgradeable scripts deployment and upgrades.
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2. ASSESSMENT SUMMARY & FINDINGS
OVERVIEW

CRITICAL HIGH MEDIUM LOW INFORMATIONAL

4 2 3 11 8
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IM
PA
CT

LIKELIHOOD

(HAL-06)

(HAL-01)
(HAL-02)
(HAL-03)
(HAL-04)

(HAL-09) (HAL-07) (HAL-05)

(HAL-12)
(HAL-17)

(HAL-10)
(HAL-11)

(HAL-08)

(HAL-13)
(HAL-14)
(HAL-15)
(HAL-18)
(HAL-19)
(HAL-20)

(HAL-21)
(HAL-22)
(HAL-23)
(HAL-24)
(HAL-25)
(HAL-26)
(HAL-27)
(HAL-28)

(HAL-16)
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SECURITY ANALYSIS RISK LEVEL REMEDIATION DATE

HAL-01 - REDEEM NOT POSSIBLE DUE TO
INTEGER UNDERFLOW IN
BATCHEDWITHDRAWEPOCH

Critical SOLVED - 01/12/2023

HAL-02 - DEPOSIT MAY ISSUE AN
UNDERESTIMATED AMOUNT OF SHARES IN

SCYWEPOCHVAULT
Critical SOLVED - 01/12/2023

HAL-03 - REDEEM MAY RETURN AN
UNDERESTIMATED AMOUNT OF ASSET
TOKENS IN BATCHEDWITHDRAWEPOCH

Critical SOLVED - 01/12/2023

HAL-04 - EMERGENCYREDEEM MAY RETURN
AN INCORRECT AMOUNT OF SHARES FOR

STRATEGY VAULTS
Critical SOLVED - 01/18/2023

HAL-05 - REDEEMNATIVE DOES NOT BURN
SHARES IN SECTORBASE

High SOLVED - 01/18/2023

HAL-06 - PROCESSREDEEM MAY REVERT
IN LEVCONVEXVAULT

High SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-07 - REDEEM IN LEVCONVEX MAY
PROPAGATE INCORRECT WITHDRAW VALUE

TO CALLERS
High SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-08 - THE TOTALCHILDHOLDINGS
PARAMETER IS NOT UPDATED IN

EMERGENCYREDEEM
Medium SOLVED - 01/18/2023

HAL-09 - PROFIT HARVESTING IN THE
SCYWEPOCHVAULT MAY REVERT

Medium SOLVED - 01/12/2023

HAL-10 - HARVEST LACKS CHECK FOR
MAXIMUM CREDIT LIMIT

Low SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-11 - ADJUSTLEVERAGE LACKS INPUT
VALIDATION

Low SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-12 - LOANHEALTH AND
GETTOTALASSETS MAY REVERT DUE TO
THE LACK OF INPUT VALIDATION

Low SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-13 - REMOVING A STRATEGY WITH
SHARES FROM AGGREGATOR VAULT IS

POSSIBLE
Low SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-14 - NON-EPOCH AGGREGATOR CAN
USE EPOCH STRATEGY VAULTS

Low SOLVED - 02/08/2023
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HAL-15 - EMERGENCYACTION IS NOT
MARKED AS PAYABLE

Low SOLVED - 01/13/2023

HAL-16 - REDEEM EVENT CAN BE
EMITTED WITH ARBITRARY DATA

Low SOLVED - 02/17/2023

HAL-17 - ADJUSTLEVERAGE LACKS
SLIPPAGE CHECK

Low SOLVED - 02/08/2023

HAL-18 - LACK OF EMERGENCY STOP
PATTERN

Low SOLVED - 02/14/2023

HAL-19 - LACK OF TRANSFER OWNERSHIP
PATTERN

Low SOLVED - 02/17/2023

HAL-20 - ERC4626U LACKS RESERVED
SPACE FOR FUTURE UPGRADES

Low SOLVED - 02/16/2023

HAL-21 - GETVAULTBYID USES
BLOCK.CHAINID PROPERTY

Informational SOLVED - 02/17/2023

HAL-22 - ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS LACK
MULDIVDOWN FUNCTION USAGE

Informational SOLVED - 02/16/2023

HAL-23 - REDUNDANT INITIALIZATION
OF UINT256 VARIABLES TO 0

Informational SOLVED - 02/15/2023

HAL-24 - GAS OVER-CONSUMPTION IN
LOOPS

Informational SOLVED - 02/15/2023

HAL-25 - UNUSED CODE DECLARED Informational SOLVED - 02/15/2023

HAL-26 - CONSTANT CAN BE INTRODUCED Informational SOLVED - 02/15/2023

HAL-27 - IMMUTABLE KEYWORD CAN BE
INTRODUCED

Informational SOLVED - 02/15/2023

HAL-28 - HARDCODED SMART CONTRACT
ADDRESS

Informational ACKNOWLEDGED
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3.1 (HAL-01) REDEEM NOT POSSIBLE
DUE TO INTEGER UNDERFLOW IN
BATCHEDWITHDRAWEPOCH - CRITICAL

Description:

The BatchedWithdrawEpoch contract allows asset tokens to be redeemed

in a two-step process with the requestRedeem() and redeem() functions.

Meanwhile, the vault’s manager must call the processRedeem() function

to increment the epoch before the second step of redeem. The as-

sessment revealed that multiple subsequent calls of requestRedeem() and

processRedeem() without actual redeem() call can lock asset tokens within

the contract without the redeem possibility. This happens because the

pendingRedeem property in the _processRedeem function is not updated, but

assigned the current requestedRedeem value. As a result, the subtraction

pendingRedeem -= shares; causes integer underflow, disallowing further

asset redeeming.

Code Location:

Listing 1: BatchedWithdrawEpoch.sol (Line 78)

64 function _redeem(address account) internal returns (uint256

ë amountOut , uint256 shares) {

65 WithdrawRecord storage withdrawRecord = withdrawLedger[

ë account ];

66

67 if (withdrawRecord.shares == 0) revert ZeroAmount ();

68

69 /// withdrawRecord.epoch can never be greater than current

ë epoch

70 if (withdrawRecord.epoch == epoch) revert NotReady ();

71

72 shares = withdrawRecord.shares;

73

74 // actual amount out is the smaller of currentValue and

ë redeemValue
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75 amountOut = (shares * epochExchangeRate[withdrawRecord.

ë epoch ]) / 1e18;

76

77 // update total pending redeem

78 pendingRedeem -= shares;

79 pendingWithdrawU -= amountOut;

80

81 // important pendingRedeem should update prior to

ë beforeWithdraw call

82 withdrawRecord.shares = 0;

83 }

Listing 2: BatchedWithdrawEpoch.sol (Line 95)

90 function _processRedeem(uint256 sharesToUnderlying) internal {

91 // store current epoch exchange rate

92

93 epochExchangeRate[epoch] = sharesToUnderlying;

94

95 pendingRedeem = requestedRedeem;

96 pendingWithdrawU += (sharesToUnderlying * requestedRedeem)

ë / 1e18;

97 requestedRedeem = 0;

98 // advance epoch

99 ++ epoch;

100 }

Proof of Concept:

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChain-

Lib, WETH, MockERC20.

2. As user_1 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

3. As user_2 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

4. As user_1 requestRedeem() of 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

5. As a vault’s manager processRedeem().

6. As user_2 requestRedeem() of 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

7. As a vault’s manager processRedeem().

8. As user_1 redeem() asset tokens.

9. As user_2 attempt to redeem() asset tokens. Observe that the trans-

action reverts with Integer overflow error message.
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 5

Impact - 5

Recommendation:

It is recommended to accumulate value in the pendingRedeem property in

the _processRedeem() function in subsequent calls.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

67deb4217d4a9a04047ecc253773601bef1303fa: the pendingRedeem property now

accumulates the value in the _processRedeem() function in subsequent

calls.
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3.2 (HAL-02) DEPOSIT MAY ISSUE AN
UNDERESTIMATED AMOUNT OF SHARES IN
SCYWEPOCHVAULT - CRITICAL

Description:

The SCYWEpochVault contract allows depositing asset tokens and in exchange

user receives the adequate number of shares. Initially, the deposited

asset tokens can be held by the vault, or they can be sent to the vault’s

strategy after calling the depositIntoStrategy() function. The assessment

revealed that the SCYWEpochVault contract issues different amounts of

shares depending on the fact whether asset tokens are presently stored

in vault or in vault’s strategy.

As a result, the solution may issue an underestimated amount of shares

for the user. To trigger the vulnerability, the vault’s totalAssets()

function must return 0 value. This vulnerability affects the user in the

following scenarios:

- after the first deposit, if the vault’s manager does not call the

depositIntoStrategy() function, any subsequent call to the deposit()

function will issue underestimated shares,

- after withdrawing all asset tokens from the strategy by _stratRedeem()

or _stratClosePosition() functions, any subsequent call to the deposit()

function will issue underestimated shares.

Code Location:

Listing 3: SCYWEpochVault.sol (Lines 117,126,129,131)

109 function _deposit(

110 address ,

111 address token ,

112 uint256 amount

113 ) internal override isInitialized returns (uint256 sharesOut)

ë {

114 if (vaultTvl + amount > getMaxTvl ()) revert MaxTvlReached

ë ();

115
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116 // if we have any float in the contract we cannot do

ë deposit accounting

117 uint256 _totalAssets = totalAssets ();

118 if (uBalance > 0 && _totalAssets > 0) revert

ë DepositsPaused ();

119

120 // TODO should we handle this logic inside _stratDeposit?

121 // this may be useful when a given strategy only accepts

ë NATIVE tokens

122 if (token == NATIVE) _depositNative ();

123

124 // if the strategy is active , we can deposit directly into

ë strategy

125 // if not , we deposit into the vault for a future strategy

ë deposit

126 if (_totalAssets > 0) {

127 uint256 yieldTokenAdded = _stratDeposit(amount);

128 // don't include newly minted shares and pendingRedeem

ë in the calculation

129 sharesOut = toSharesAfterDeposit(yieldTokenAdded);

130 } else {

131 sharesOut = underlyingToShares(amount);

132 uBalance += amount;

133 }

134

135 vaultTvl += amount;

136 }

Listing 4: SCYWEpochVault.sol

305 function totalAssets () public view override returns (uint256)

ë {

306 return _selfBalance(yieldToken);

307 }

Listing 5: SCYWEpochVault.sol

439 function _selfBalance(address token) internal view virtual

ë override returns (uint256) {

440 return (token == NATIVE) ? address(this).balance : IERC20(

ë token).balanceOf(address(this));

441 }
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Proof of Concept:

Scenario 1

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChainLib,

WETH, MockERC20.

2. As owner, deposit() minimum liquidity: 1000 asset tokens.

3. As user_1 deposit() 1021 asset tokens.

4. As user_2 deposit() 1021 asset tokens.

5. Observe the users’ balances. Note that user_1 and user_2 balances are

equal to 999, the underlying balances are equal to 67 ˚ 1018. Furthermore,

note that the vault’s total supply is equal to 2998.

Scenario 2

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChainLib,

WETH, MockERC20.

2. As owner, deposit() minimum liquidity: 1000 asset tokens.

3. As vault’s manager call depositIntoStrategy().

4. As user_1 deposit() 1021 asset tokens.

5. As user_2 deposit() 1021 asset tokens.

6. Observe the users balances. All values represent expected numbers.
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7. As vault’s manager call closePosition().

8. As user_3 deposit() 1021 asset tokens.

9. Observe the users balances. Note that user_3 has underestimated

balances.

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 5

Impact - 5
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to adjust the deposit() function implementation that

it issues the same, adequate number of shares in every case.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

67deb4217d4a9a04047ecc253773601bef1303fa: the deposit() function now is-

sues a correct number of shares in every case.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/67deb4217d4a9a04047ecc253773601bef1303fa


3.3 (HAL-03) REDEEM MAY RETURN AN
UNDERESTIMATED AMOUNT OF ASSET
TOKENS IN BATCHEDWITHDRAWEPOCH -
CRITICAL

Description:

The BatchedWithdrawEpoch contract allows asset tokens to be redeemed

in a two-step process with the requestRedeem() and redeem() functions.

Meanwhile, the vault’s manager must call the processRedeem() function to

increment the epoch before the second step of redeem. The assessment re-

vealed that multiple subsequent calls of requestRedeem() and processRedeem

() without actual redeem() call can result in an underestimated number

of asset tokens returned in subsequent redeem() calls.

This happens because the convertToAssets() function may return incorrect

number of requested tokens to redeem, if many users call requestRedeem()

in before the processRedeem(). Then, after the call to the processRedeem

() the pendingWithdrawU parameter has stored underestimated value. As a

result, in a subsequent redeem() call, the user will receive fewer tokens

than requested via the requestRedeem().

To trigger this vulnerability, the fix for HAL-01 must be applied.

Code Location:

Listing 6: SCYWEpochVault.sol (Lines 198,216-218,230)

194 // minAmountOut is a slippage parameter for withdrawing

ë requestedRedeem shares

195 function processRedeem(uint256 minAmountOut) public override

ë onlyRole(MANAGER) {

196 uint256 _totalSupply = totalSupply ();

197

198 uint256 yeildTokenRedeem = convertToAssets(requestedRedeem

ë );

199
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200 // account for any extra underlying balance to avoid DOS

ë attacks

201 uint256 balance = underlying.balanceOf(address(this));

202 if (balance > (pendingWithdrawU + uBalance)) {

203 uint256 extraFloat = balance - (pendingWithdrawU +

ë uBalance);

204 uBalance += extraFloat;

205 }

206

207 // vault may hold float of underlying , in this case , add a

ë share of reserves to withdrawal

208 // TODO why not use underlying.balanceOf?

209 uint256 reserves = uBalance;

210 uint256 shareOfReserves = (reserves * requestedRedeem) /

ë _totalSupply;

211

212 // Update strategy underlying reserves balance

213 if (shareOfReserves > 0) uBalance -= shareOfReserves;

214

215 uint256 stratTvl = _stratGetAndUpdateTvl ();

216 (uint256 amountTokenOut , ) = stratTvl == 0

217 ? (0, 0)

218 : _stratRedeem(address(this), yeildTokenRedeem);

219 emit WithdrawFromStrategy(msg.sender , amountTokenOut);

220

221 amountTokenOut += shareOfReserves;

222

223 // its possible that cached vault tvl is lower than actual

ë tvl

224 uint256 _vaultTvl = vaultTvl;

225 vaultTvl = _vaultTvl > amountTokenOut ? _vaultTvl -

ë amountTokenOut : 0;

226

227 if (amountTokenOut < minAmountOut) revert InsufficientOut(

ë amountTokenOut , minAmountOut);

228

229 // manually compute redeem shares here

230 _processRedeem ((1 e18 * amountTokenOut) / requestedRedeem);

231 }
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Listing 7: BatchedWithdrawEpoch.sol (Line 96)

90 function _processRedeem(uint256 sharesToUnderlying) internal {

91 // store current epoch exchange rate

92

93 epochExchangeRate[epoch] = sharesToUnderlying;

94

95 pendingRedeem += requestedRedeem;

96 pendingWithdrawU += (sharesToUnderlying * requestedRedeem)

ë / 1e18;

97 requestedRedeem = 0;

98 // advance epoch

99 ++ epoch;

100 }

Listing 8: Accounting.sol

28 function convertToAssets(uint256 shares) public view virtual

ë returns (uint256) {

29 uint256 supply = totalSupply (); // Saves an extra SLOAD if

ë totalSupply is non -zero.

30

31 return supply == 0 ? shares : shares.mulDivDown(

ë totalAssets (), supply);

32 }

Listing 9: SCYWEpochVault.sol

443 function totalSupply () public view override(SCYBase , ERC20)

ë returns (uint256) {

444 return ERC20.totalSupply ();

445 }

Proof of Concept:

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChain-

Lib, WETH, MockERC20.

2. As user_1 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

3. As user_2 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

4. As user_1 requestRedeem() of 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.
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5. As a vault’s manager, processRedeem().

6. As user_2 requestRedeem() of 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

7. As a vault’s manager, processRedeem(). Note that the

pendingWithdrawU parameter is missing of 50 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

8. As user_1 redeem() asset tokens. Note that user_1 received all

tokens.

9. As user_2 redeem() asset tokens. Note that user_2 received only

half of the tokens. Note that rest of them are deposited in the

strategy.
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 5

Impact - 5

Recommendation:

It is recommended to adjust asset tokens to redeem calculations within

the processRedeem() function.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

67deb4217d4a9a04047ecc253773601bef1303fa: the processRedeem() function

now considers the pendingRedeem property while converting shares to as-

sets.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/67deb4217d4a9a04047ecc253773601bef1303fa


3.4 (HAL-04) EMERGENCYREDEEM MAY
RETURN AN INCORRECT AMOUNT OF SHARES
FOR STRATEGY VAULTS - CRITICAL

Description:

The emergencyRedeem() function in the AggregatorWEpochVault.sol and

AggregatorVault.sol contracts allows users to immediately redeem a

portion of aggregator vault’s floating amount and strategy vaults’

shares. However, if the manager withdraws some tokens from strategy

vaults in before calling the emergencyRedeem() function, the redeem

transfers the underestimated amount of strategy vaults’ shares to the

user. This happens because the portion of shares is calculated by

_totalSupply instead of actual sum of issued shares in strategy vaults.

This situation can be abused by other users, who can redeem remaining,

overestimated amount of shares.

Code Location:

Listing 10: AggregatorWEpochVault.sol (Line 199)

177 function emergencyRedeem () public nonReentrant {

178 uint256 _totalSupply = totalSupply ();

179 uint256 shares = balanceOf(msg.sender);

180 if (shares == 0) return;

181

182 // redeem proportional share of vault 's underlying float

ë balance

183 // (minus pendingWithdraw)

184 uint256 pendingWithdraw = convertToAssets(pendingRedeem);

185

186 if (floatAmnt > pendingWithdraw) {

187 uint256 availableFloat = floatAmnt - pendingWithdraw;

188 uint256 underlyingShare = (availableFloat * shares) /

ë (_totalSupply - pendingRedeem);

189 beforeWithdraw(underlyingShare , 0);

190 asset.safeTransfer(msg.sender , underlyingShare);

191 }
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192

193 uint256 l = strategyIndex.length;

194

195 // redeem proportional share of each strategy

196 for (uint256 i; i < l; ++i) {

197 ERC20 stratToken = ERC20(strategyIndex[i]);

198 uint256 balance = stratToken.balanceOf(address(this));

199 uint256 userShares = (shares * balance) / _totalSupply

ë ;

200 if (userShares == 0) continue;

201 stratToken.safeTransfer(msg.sender , userShares);

202 }

203

204 _burn(msg.sender , shares);

205 }

Proof of Concept:

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChain-

Lib, WETH, MockERC20.

2. As user_1 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

3. As user_2 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

4. As manager depositIntoStrategies 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens into first

vault, 50 ˚ 1018 asset tokens into second and 50 ˚ 1018 asset tokens

into third.

5. As user1 requestRedeem() 50 ˚ 1018 tokens.

6. As user2 requestRedeem() 50 ˚ 1018 tokens.

7. As manager, requestRedeemFromStrategies 50 ˚ 1018 tokens from first

vault, and 50 ˚ 1018 tokens from third vault.

8. As manager, processRedeem() from above strategy vaults.

9. As manager, withdrawFromStrategies() and processRedeem().

10. Observe the state of the solution. Note that the aggregator vault’s

totalSupply parameter is equal to 200 ˚ 1018. Moreover, note that the

aggregator vault has 50 ˚ 1018 shares in remaining strategy vaults.
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11. As user1 emergencyRedeem().

12. As user1 redeemNative().

13. As user2 redeemNative().

14. As user1 emergencyRedeem().

15. Observe the state of the solution. Note that user_1 has 12, 5 ˚ 1018

shares and user_2 has 37, 5 ˚ 1018 shares. First user received 25% of

the shares instead of 50% in step 11, then second user received 100%

of remaining shares in step 14.
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 5

Impact - 5

Recommendation:

It is recommended to use the actual sum of issued shares in strategy

vaults while calculating the portion of shares to be redeemed within the

emergencyRedeem() function.
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Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

2e5b58695e896caf277f5758ea81e6d4141b58df: the team updated the

emergencyRedeem() function, so it now uses the adjustedSupply property

that considers the pendingRedeem value instead of _totalSupply.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/2e5b58695e896caf277f5758ea81e6d4141b58df


3.5 (HAL-05) REDEEMNATIVE DOES NOT
BURN SHARES IN SECTORBASE - HIGH

Description:

The redeemNative() function in the SectorBase.sol contract allows the

user to redeem asset tokens and transfer them to the user’s account in

ether. In before this action, user must call the requestRedeem() function

to transfer user’s shares to the aggregator vault. However, in contrary

to the redeem() function, the redeemNative() function lacks the call to

beforeWithdraw() function to update the floating amount and _burn() to

remove shares from the aggregator vault. As a result, the aggregator

vault remains shares that should be burnt, and the floating amount,

total assets and total supply parameters have excessive values. These

parameters have impact on other redeems and the harvest functionality.

Code Location:

Listing 11: SectorBase.sol

49 function redeemNative(address receiver) public virtual returns

ë (uint256 amountOut) {

50 if (! useNativeAsset) revert NotNativeAsset ();

51 uint256 shares;

52 (amountOut , shares) = _redeem(msg.sender);

53

54 emit Withdraw(msg.sender , receiver , msg.sender , amountOut ,

ë shares);

55

56 IWETH(address(asset)).withdraw(amountOut);

57 SafeETH.safeTransferETH(receiver , amountOut);

58 }

Listing 12: SectorBaseEpoch.sol (Lines 60,61)

55 function redeemNative(address receiver) public virtual returns

ë (uint256 amountOut) {

56 if (! useNativeAsset) revert NotNativeAsset ();
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57 uint256 shares;

58 (amountOut , shares) = _redeem(msg.sender);

59

60 beforeWithdraw(amountOut , shares);

61 _burn(address(this), shares);

62

63 emit Withdraw(msg.sender , receiver , msg.sender , amountOut ,

ë shares);

64

65 IWETH(address(asset)).withdraw(amountOut);

66 SafeETH.safeTransferETH(receiver , amountOut);

67 }

Proof of Concept:

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChain-

Lib, WETH, MockERC20.

2. As user_1 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

3. As user_2 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

4. As manager depositIntoStrategies 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens into first

vault, 50 ˚ 1018 asset tokens into second and 50 ˚ 1018 asset tokens

into third.

5. As user1 requestRedeem() 50 ˚ 1018 tokens.

6. As user2 requestRedeem() 50 ˚ 1018 tokens.

7. Observe that aggregator vault now has 100 ˚ 1018 shares.

8. As manager, requestRedeemFromStrategies 50 ˚ 1018 tokens from first

vault, and 50 ˚ 1018 tokens from third vault.

9. As manager, processRedeem() from above strategy vaults.

10. As manager, withdrawFromStrategies() and processRedeem().

11. As user1 redeemNative().

12. As user2 redeemNative().

13. Observe that aggregator vault still has 100 ˚ 1018 shares.
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 4

Impact - 4

Recommendation:

It is recommended to add calls to beforeWithdraw() and _burn() functions

within the redeemNative() function in the SectorBase.sol contract.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

9d796bd639ff0d6350f953a0610fd9683db46806: the team updated the

redeemNative() function, so it now calls beforeWithdraw() and _burn()

functions.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/9d796bd639ff0d6350f953a0610fd9683db46806


3.6 (HAL-06) PROCESSREDEEM MAY
REVERT IN LEVCONVEXVAULT - HIGH

Description:

The processRedeem() function in the BatchedWithdrawEpoch contract al-

lows managers to increase epoch and allow all pending withdrawals to be

completed. However, in the levConvexVault contract, this function may

revert if users request to redeem an excessive amount of shares. The

processRedeem() function internally calls the redeem() function from the

levConvex or levConvex3Crv strategies. The redeem() function attempts

to close the previous credit position and open new a one with the re-

maining underlying tokens in GearBox protocol. To open a new credit

account, a valid amount of tokens must be provided within the limits,

between 1011 and 1012. But, due to the way the minUnderlying parameter

is calculated, the redeem() function may attempt to open a new credit

account with a token amount under the limit minimum. As a result, the

function reverts with BorrowAmountOutOfLimitsException error from the

CreditFacade’s openCreditAccountMulticall() function. Ultimately, users

cannot withdraw requested redeems. To escape from this situation, either

users must cancel the requested redeems, or new deposits must be made to

increase the underlying balance, which might be cumbersome. The issue

impacts both levConvex3Crv and levConvex strategies.

Code Location:

Listing 13: levConvex3Crv.sol (Lines 114,115,118,120)

106 function redeem(uint256 amount , address to) public onlyVault

ë returns (uint256) {

107 /// there is no way to partially withdraw collateral

108 /// we have to close account and re -open it :\

109 uint256 startLp = collateralBalance ();

110 _closePosition ();

111 uint256 uBalance = underlying.balanceOf(address(this));

112 uint256 withdraw = (uBalance * amount) / startLp;

113
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114 (uint256 minBorrowed , ) = creditFacade.limits ();

115 uint256 minUnderlying = minBorrowed / leverageFactor;

116 uint256 redeposit = uBalance > withdraw ? uBalance -

ë withdraw : 0;

117

118 if (redeposit > minUnderlying) {

119 underlying.safeTransfer(to, withdraw);

120 _openAccount(uBalance - withdraw);

121 } else {

122 // do not re-open account

123 credAcc = address (0);

124 // send full balance to vault

125 underlying.safeTransfer(to, uBalance);

126 }

127

128 emit Redeem(msg.sender , amount);

129 return withdraw;

130 }

Proof of Concept:

1. Deploy levConvexVault with levConvex strategy using USDC-lUSD-

levConvex configuration.

2. As user_1 deposit() 5 ˚ 1010 USDC tokens.

3. As manager call depositIntoStrategies with 100% of uBalance as input

parameter.

4. As user_2 deposit() 5 ˚ 109 USDC tokens. Note that currently the

whole deposit is immediately deposited in the strategy.

5. As user1 requestRedeem() 100% of shares.

6. As user2 requestRedeem() 50% of shares.

7. As manager attempt to processRedeem() from vault and strat-

egy. Observe that the transaction reverts with error

BorrowAmountOutOfLimitsException yield by the openCreditAccountMulticall

function from the CreditFacade contract. Note that CreditFacade

received only 2497187822 (0x094d80fee) tokens, which is below the

limit minimum (1011).
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 3

Impact - 5

Recommendation:

It is recommended to review and adjust calculations used to decide if a

credit account should be reopened within redeem() function.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

75c4d2d4ba4ca2fff0e9f7927874093fc3435be8: the team updated the redeem()

function, so now, the minUnderlying parameter is calculated correctly.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/75c4d2d4ba4ca2fff0e9f7927874093fc3435be8


3.7 (HAL-07) REDEEM IN LEVCONVEX
MAY PROPAGATE INCORRECT WITHDRAW
VALUE TO CALLERS - MEDIUM

Description:

The redeem() function from levConvex.sol and levConvex3Crv strategies

is the final step of the redeem process. This function returns the

number of underlying withdrawn tokens from strategy marked as withdraw

parameter. However, depending on the function’s if condition the amount of

transferred tokens to the vault differs between the withdraw and uBalance

parameters, therefore, in certain conditions the redeem() function may

propagate an incorrect value to the callers. The returned value is

then used in processRedeem() and _processRedeem() functions to calculate

epochExchangeRate[epoch] and pendingWithdrawU parameters as well as in

withdrawFromStrategy() function to update the uBalance parameter. As a

result, the depending on parameters may have underestimated values.

Code Location:

Listing 14: levConvex3Crv.sol (Lines 119,125)

106 function redeem(uint256 amount , address to) public onlyVault

ë returns (uint256) {

107 /// there is no way to partially withdraw collateral

108 /// we have to close account and re -open it :\

109 uint256 startLp = collateralBalance ();

110 _closePosition ();

111 uint256 uBalance = underlying.balanceOf(address(this));

112 uint256 withdraw = (uBalance * amount) / startLp;

113

114 (uint256 minBorrowed , ) = creditFacade.limits ();

115 uint256 minUnderlying = minBorrowed / leverageFactor;

116 uint256 redeposit = uBalance > withdraw ? uBalance -

ë withdraw : 0;

117

118 if (redeposit > minUnderlying) {

119 underlying.safeTransfer(to, withdraw);
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120 _openAccount(uBalance - withdraw);

121 } else {

122 // do not re-open account

123 credAcc = address (0);

124 // send full balance to vault

125 underlying.safeTransfer(to, uBalance);

126 }

127

128 emit Redeem(msg.sender , amount);

129 return withdraw;

130 }

Proof of Concept:

1. Deploy levConvexVault with levConvex strategy using USDC-lUSD-

levConvex configuration.

2. As user_1 deposit() 5 ˚ 1010 USDC tokens.

3. As user_2 deposit() 5 ˚ 1010 USDC tokens.

4. As manager call depositIntoStrategies() with 100% of uBalance as

input parameter.

5. As manager call withdrawFromStrategy() with 90% of shares as input

parameter.

6. Observe the vault’s balances. Note that uBalance is equal to the

89900294014 and the actual underlying balance is 99889215572.
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 3

Impact - 4
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to, depending on the situation, use either withdraw or

uBalance parameter as a return value of redeem() function.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

c24e1cb27e6fca2abbf67429212801200d29fac9: the team updated the

processRedeem() and withdrawFromStrategy() functions, and now they

update the uBalance parameter in case of differences occurred. However,

the redeem() function was not updated, as the returned amount of LP

tokens is required for other calculations.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/c24e1cb27e6fca2abbf67429212801200d29fac9


3.8 (HAL-08) THE TOTALCHILDHOLDINGS
PARAMETER IS NOT UPDATED IN
EMERGENCYREDEEM - MEDIUM

Description:

The emergencyRedeem() function within the AggregatorWEpochVault.sol and

AggregatorVault.sol contracts allow users to immediately redeem a por-

tion of aggregator vault’s floating amount and strategy vaults’ shares.

However, the totalChildHoldings parameter is not updated after emergency

redeem, although part of strategy vaults shares were transferred to the

user. The totalChildHoldings parameter is used to calculate profit in

the _harvest() function, and in _checkSlippage(), totalAssets() func-

tions. The totalChildHoldings parameter can be later updated by the

withdrawFromStrategies() or harvest() functions.

Code Location:

Listing 15: AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

177 function emergencyRedeem () public nonReentrant {

178 uint256 _totalSupply = totalSupply ();

179 uint256 shares = balanceOf(msg.sender);

180 if (shares == 0) return;

181

182 // redeem proportional share of vault 's underlying float

ë balance

183 // (minus pendingWithdraw)

184 uint256 pendingWithdraw = convertToAssets(pendingRedeem);

185

186 if (floatAmnt > pendingWithdraw) {

187 uint256 availableFloat = floatAmnt - pendingWithdraw;

188 uint256 underlyingShare = (availableFloat * shares) /

ë (_totalSupply - pendingRedeem);

189 beforeWithdraw(underlyingShare , 0);

190 asset.safeTransfer(msg.sender , underlyingShare);

191 }

192
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193 uint256 l = strategyIndex.length;

194

195 // redeem proportional share of each strategy

196 for (uint256 i; i < l; ++i) {

197 ERC20 stratToken = ERC20(strategyIndex[i]);

198 uint256 balance = stratToken.balanceOf(address(this));

199 uint256 userShares = (shares * balance) / _totalSupply

ë ;

200 if (userShares == 0) continue;

201 stratToken.safeTransfer(msg.sender , userShares);

202 }

203

204 _burn(msg.sender , shares);

205 }

Proof of Concept:

1. All necessary contracts are deployed: MockSCYWEpochVault, XChain-

Lib, WETH, MockERC20.

2. As user_1 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

3. As user_2 deposit() 100 ˚ 1018 asset tokens.

4. Observe that totalChildHoldings parameter is equal to 0.

5. As manager depositIntoStrategies 100˚1018 asset tokens into the first

vault, 50 ˚1018 asset tokens into the second and 50 ˚1018 asset tokens

into the third.

6. Observe that totalChildHoldings parameter is equal to 200 ˚ 1018.

7. As user_1 emergencyRedeem().

8. As user_2 emergencyRedeem().

9. Observe that totalChildHoldings parameter is still equal to 200˚1018.

Not that all strategy vaults’ shares belong to user_1 and user_2

now.
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 3

Impact - 3
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to update the totalChildHoldings parameter within the

emergencyRedeem() function.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

2e5b58695e896caf277f5758ea81e6d4141b58df: the team updated the

emergencyRedeem() function, so it now updates the totalChildHoldings

parameter.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/2e5b58695e896caf277f5758ea81e6d4141b58df


3.9 (HAL-09) PROFIT HARVESTING IN
THE SCYWEPOCHVAULT MAY REVERT -
MEDIUM

Description:

The harvest() function within the SCYWEpochVault.sol contract allows

users with the manager role to collect profits. However, the assessment

revealed that the present implementation lacks the check that allows

to skip strategy harvest if needed. Such check was implemented in the

SCYVault.sol vault due to the multiple issues identified in the third-

party solution preventing proper execution of the harvest() function

after previous security assessment.

Code Location:

Listing 16: SCYVault.sol (Line 175)

174 // this allows us to skip strategy harvest if needeed

175 if (swap1.length > 0 || swap2.length > 0)

176 (harvest1 , harvest2) = _stratHarvest(swap1 , swap2);

Listing 17: SCYWEpochVault.sol (Line 164)

152 function harvest(

153 uint256 expectedTvl ,

154 uint256 maxDelta ,

155 HarvestSwapParams [] calldata swap1 ,

156 HarvestSwapParams [] calldata swap2

157 ) external onlyRole(MANAGER) returns (uint256 [] memory

ë harvest1 , uint256 [] memory harvest2) {

158 /// TODO refactor this

159 uint256 _uBalance = underlying.balanceOf(address(this));

160 uint256 startTvl = _stratGetAndUpdateTvl () + _uBalance;

161

162 _checkSlippage(expectedTvl , startTvl , maxDelta);

163

164 (harvest1 , harvest2) = _stratHarvest(swap1 , swap2);
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165

166 uint256 tvl = _strategyTvl () + _uBalance;

167

168 uint256 prevTvl = vaultTvl;

169 uint256 timestamp = block.timestamp;

170 uint256 profit = tvl > prevTvl ? tvl - prevTvl : 0;

171

172 // PROCESS VAULT FEES

173 uint256 _performanceFee = profit == 0 ? 0 : (profit *

ë performanceFee) / 1e18;

174 uint256 _managementFee = managementFee == 0

175 ? 0

176 : (managementFee * tvl * (timestamp -

ë lastHarvestTimestamp)) / 1e18 / 365 days;

177

178 uint256 totalFees = _performanceFee + _managementFee;

179 uint256 feeShares;

180 if (totalFees > 0) {

181 // we know that totalSupply != 0 and tvl > totalFees

182 // this results in more accurate accounting

ë considering dilution

183 feeShares = totalFees.mulDivDown(totalSupply (), tvl -

ë totalFees);

184 _mint(treasury , feeShares);

185 }

186

187 emit Harvest(treasury , profit , _performanceFee ,

ë _managementFee , feeShares , tvl);

188

189 vaultTvl = tvl;

190

191 lastHarvestTimestamp = timestamp;

192 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 4
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to add a similar check to the SCYWEpochVault.sol solution

as it is done in SCYVault.sol to give managers the possibility of strategy

harvest skip.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

6516566b0ec0c83267bac5a9f7f2380e2f2fde3a: the team updated the harvest

() function, so it is now possible to execute it without triggering the

_stratHarvest() function call if this function may revert.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/6516566b0ec0c83267bac5a9f7f2380e2f2fde3a


3.10 (HAL-10) ADJUSTLEVERAGE LACKS
SLIPPAGE CHECK - LOW

Description:

The adjustLeverage() function allows for decreasing or increasing

the leverage factor. This function calls the _decreasePosition()

or _increasePosition() functions to adjust credit position to the

leverage factor set. These functions contain a comment that slippage

is being checked within the vault. However, this is untrue as the

adjustLeverage() function is called by the user with the Manager role,

so the _checkSlippage() function from the vault is never called.

Code Location:

Listing 18: levConvex3Crv.sol (Lines 149,157)

132 function adjustLeverage(uint16 newLeverageFactor) public onlyRole(

ë MANAGER) {

133 if (credAcc == address (0)) {

134 leverageFactor = newLeverageFactor - 100;

135 emit AdjustLeverage(newLeverageFactor);

136 return;

137 }

138

139 uint256 totalAssets = getTotalAssets ();

140 (, , uint256 totalOwed) = creditManager.

ë calcCreditAccountAccruedInterest(credAcc);

141

142 // if (totalOwed > totalAssets) return 0;

143 uint256 currentLeverageFactor = ((100 * totalAssets) / (

ë totalAssets - totalOwed));

144

145 if (currentLeverageFactor > newLeverageFactor) {

146 uint256 lp = convexRewardPool.balanceOf(credAcc);

147 uint256 repay = (lp * (currentLeverageFactor -

ë newLeverageFactor)) /

148 currentLeverageFactor;

149 _decreasePosition(repay);

150 // uint256 balance = underlying.balanceOf(credAcc);
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151 // creditFacade.decreaseDebt(balance);

152 } else if (currentLeverageFactor < newLeverageFactor) {

153 // we need to increase leverage

154 // we need to borrow more

155 uint256 borrowAmnt = (getAndUpdateTVL () * (

ë newLeverageFactor - currentLeverageFactor)) /

156 100;

157 _increasePosition(borrowAmnt , borrowAmnt);

158 }

159 /// leverageFactor used for opening & closing accounts

160 leverageFactor = uint16(getLeverage ()) - 100;

161 emit AdjustLeverage(newLeverageFactor);

162 }

Listing 19: levConvex3Crv.sol (Lines 226,234,267,277)

202 function _increasePosition(uint256 borrowAmnt , uint256 totalAmount

ë ) internal {

203 creditFacade.multicall(_getDepositCalls(borrowAmnt ,

ë totalAmount));

204 }

205

206 function _getDepositCalls(uint256 borrowAmnt , uint256

ë totalAmount)

207 internal

208 view

209 returns (

210 // view

211 MultiCall [] memory

212 )

213 {

214 MultiCall [] memory calls = new MultiCall [](4);

215 calls [0] = MultiCall ({

216 target: address(creditFacade),

217 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(ICreditFacade.

ë increaseDebt.selector , borrowAmnt)

218 });

219

220 calls [1] = MultiCall ({

221 target: address(threePoolAdapter),

222 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(

223 ICurveV1Adapter.add_liquidity_one_coin.selector ,

224 totalAmount ,

225 coinId ,
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226 0 // slippage parameter is checked in the vault

227 )

228 });

229 calls [2] = MultiCall ({

230 target: address(curveAdapter),

231 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(

232 ICurveV1Adapter.add_all_liquidity_one_coin.

ë selector ,

233 threeId ,

234 0 // slippage parameter is checked in the vault

235 )

236 });

237 calls [3] = MultiCall ({

238 target: address(convexBooster),

239 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(IBooster.depositAll.

ë selector , convexPid , true)

240 });

241 return calls;

242 }

243

244 function _decreasePosition(uint256 lpAmount) internal {

245 uint256 threeLp = curveAdapter.calc_withdraw_one_coin(

ë lpAmount , int128(uint128(threeId)));

246 uint256 repayAmnt = threePoolAdapter.

ë calc_withdraw_one_coin(

247 threeLp ,

248 int128(uint128(coinId))

249 );

250

251 MultiCall [] memory calls = new MultiCall [](4);

252 calls [0] = MultiCall ({

253 target: address(convexRewardPool),

254 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(

255 IBaseRewardPool.withdrawAndUnwrap.selector ,

256 lpAmount ,

257 false

258 )

259 });

260

261 // convert extra eth to underlying

262 calls [1] = MultiCall ({

263 target: address(curveAdapter),

264 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(
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265 ICurveV1Adapter.remove_all_liquidity_one_coin.

ë selector ,

266 coinId ,

267 0 // slippage is checked in the vault

268 )

269 });

270

271 // convert extra eth to underlying

272 calls [2] = MultiCall ({

273 target: address(threePoolAdapter),

274 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(

275 ICurveV1Adapter.remove_all_liquidity_one_coin.

ë selector ,

276 threeId ,

277 0 // slippage is checked in the vault

278 )

279 });

280

281 calls [3] = MultiCall ({

282 target: address(creditFacade),

283 callData: abi.encodeWithSelector(ICreditFacade.

ë decreaseDebt.selector , repayAmnt)

284 });

285

286 creditFacade.multicall(calls);

287 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 3

Recommendation:

It is recommended to add slippage check within the adjustLeverage()

function.
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Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

0a3464b0e93988bfc10180925546d97e6f105abc: the team updated the

adjustLeverage() function, so now it has both slippage and bad loan

checks implemented.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/0a3464b0e93988bfc10180925546d97e6f105abc


3.11 (HAL-11) HARVEST LACKS CHECK
FOR MAXIMUM CREDIT LIMIT - LOW

Description:

The harvest() function allows the strategy to collect the profit and

automatically increases the credit position within the lexConvex strat-

egy. The credit facade has strict minimum and maximum limits of tokens

deposited. The assessment revealed that the harvest() function does not

check if current deposit increased with recent revenue will exceed the

maximum credit limit; thus, it will revert, preventing revenue collec-

tion. In contrary, similar check is implemented in the redeem() function,

where the algorithm verifies if new credit position can be opened after

underlying token redeem.

Code Location:

Listing 20: levConvex3Crv.sol (Line 189)

164 function harvest(HarvestSwapParams [] memory swapParams)

165 public

166 onlyVault

167 returns (uint256 [] memory amountsOut)

168 {

169 convexRewardPool.getReward ();

170 amountsOut = new uint256 []( swapParams.length);

171 for (uint256 i; i < swapParams.length; ++i) {

172 IERC20 token = IERC20(BytesLib.toAddress(swapParams[i

ë ].pathData , 0));

173 uint256 harvested = token.balanceOf(credAcc);

174 if (harvested == 0) continue;

175 ISwapRouter.ExactInputParams memory params =

ë ISwapRouter.ExactInputParams ({

176 path: swapParams[i].pathData ,

177 recipient: address(this),

178 deadline: block.timestamp ,

179 amountIn: harvested ,

180 amountOutMinimum: swapParams[i].min

181 });
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182 amountsOut[i] = uniswapV3Adapter.exactInput(params);

183 emit HarvestedToken(address(farmToken), harvested ,

ë amountsOut[i]);

184 }

185

186 uint256 balance = underlying.balanceOf(credAcc);

187 uint256 correntLeverageFactor = getLeverage () - 100;

188 uint256 borrowAmnt = (balance * correntLeverageFactor) /

ë 100;

189 _increasePosition(borrowAmnt , borrowAmnt + balance);

190 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 3

Recommendation:

It is recommended to add a check against the maximum credit limit within

harvest() function that prevents increasing the current credit position.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

2e4e14a93a52946b8f154337993f68ef126b06ca: the team updated the harvest()

function, so now it checks if increasing the current credit position is

possible.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/2e4e14a93a52946b8f154337993f68ef126b06ca


3.12 (HAL-12) LOANHEALTH AND
GETTOTALASSETS MAY REVERT DUE TO
THE LACK OF INPUT VALIDATION - LOW

Description:

The loanHealth() and getTotalAssets() functions in the levConvex.sol and

levConvex3Crv.sol contract calculate an integer value that represents the

health of the loan and number of total assets. The assessment revealed

that these functions may revert when credAcc is not set, meaning that the

strategy has no active credit.

The solution is designed to be used by external smart contracts; there-

fore, a risk exists that flow execution of these smart contracts is in-

terrupted due to possible revert of the loanHealth() and getTotalAssets()

functions.

Code Location:

Listing 21: levConvex3Crv.sol

339 function loanHealth () public view returns (uint256) {

340 // gearbox returns basis points , we convert it to 10,000

ë => 100% => 1e18

341 return 1e14 * creditFacade.calcCreditAccountHealthFactor(

ë credAcc);

342 }

Listing 22: levConvex3Crv.sol

380 function getTotalAssets () public view returns (uint256

ë totalAssets) {

381 uint256 threePoolLp = curveAdapter.calc_withdraw_one_coin(

382 convexRewardPool.balanceOf(credAcc),

383 int128(uint128(threeId))

384 );

385 totalAssets = threePoolAdapter.calc_withdraw_one_coin(
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ë threePoolLp , int128(uint128(coinId)));

386 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 3

Recommendation:

It is recommended to add check if credAcc is not set and return 0 in that

case.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

0a3464b0e93988bfc10180925546d97e6f105abc: the team updated the imple-

mentation, so now the loanHealth() and getTotalAssets() functions from

levConvex.sol and levConvex3Crv.sol contract checks if credAcc is not set

and return 0 in that case.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/0a3464b0e93988bfc10180925546d97e6f105abc


3.13 (HAL-13) REMOVING A STRATEGY
WITH SHARES FROM AGGREGATOR VAULT
IS POSSIBLE - LOW

The removeStrategy function allows the aggregator vault’s owner to remove

the strategy vault from the instance. However, this function does not

check if the aggregator vault has some shares in the strategy, indicating

that there is some active deposit. In addition to that, the function

does not update the totalChildHoldings parameter. This is affects both

the AggregatorVault.sol and AggregatorWEpochVault.sol contracts.

Code Location:

Listing 23: AggregatorVault.sol

74 function removeStrategy(IVaultStrategy strategy) public

ë onlyOwner {

75 if (! strategyExists[strategy ]) revert StrategyNotFound ();

76 strategyExists[strategy] = false;

77 uint256 length = strategyIndex.length;

78 // replace current index with last strategy and pop the

ë index array

79 uint256 i;

80 for (i; i < length; ++i) if (address(strategy) ==

ë strategyIndex[i]) break;

81 strategyIndex[i] = strategyIndex[length - 1];

82 strategyIndex.pop();

83 emit RemoveStrategy(address(strategy));

84 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 2
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to add a validation check that prevents removal of

vault strategy with active deposit from the aggregator vault.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

b3ef49cc022a7f572dba30fc0bcca841495893a4: the team updated the

removeStrategy() function, so now it includes a validation check

that prevents removal of vault strategy with active deposit from the

aggregator vault.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/b3ef49cc022a7f572dba30fc0bcca841495893a4


3.14 (HAL-14) NON-EPOCH AGGREGATOR
CAN USE EPOCH STRATEGY VAULTS - LOW

The solution supports presently epoch and non-epoch based aggregator

vaults as well as epoch and non-epoch based strategy vaults. Whereas it

is possible to add any kind of strategy vault into any kind of aggregator

vaults, it was stated by the Sector Finance team that epoch-based strategy

vaults should not be added to the non-epoch aggregator vaults.

Code Location:

Listing 24: AggregatorVault.sol

66 function addStrategy(IVaultStrategy strategy) public onlyOwner

ë {

67 if (strategyIndex.length >= MAX_STRATS) revert

ë TooManyStrategies ();

68 if (strategyExists[strategy ]) revert StrategyExists ();

69

70 /// make sure underlying matches

71 if (address(strategy.underlying ()) != address(asset))

ë revert WrongUnderlying ();

72

73 strategyExists[strategy] = true;

74 strategyIndex.push(address(strategy));

75 emit AddStrategy(address(strategy));

76 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 2
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Recommendation:

It is recommended to add a validation check that prevents adding epoch-

based strategy vaults to the non-epoch based aggregator vaults.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

e6d3d473b97fe52871381e7e10ae8ae6a6359f8c: the team updated the implemen-

tation, so now aggregator vaults accept strategies with only the same,

corresponding type.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/e6d3d473b97fe52871381e7e10ae8ae6a6359f8c


3.15 (HAL-15) EMERGENCYACTION IS
NOT MARKED AS PAYABLE - LOW

The SectorBaseEpoch and SCYWEpochVault contracts implement the

emergencyAction() function that allows the vault’s owner to execute any

action on the behalf of the vault. This function also allows sending

ETH with the low level call() function. However, the emergencyAction()

function is not marked as payable; therefore it cannot call any function

that requires ETH immediately and ETH must be transferred to the contract

before calling that function.

Code Location:

Listing 25: SCYWEpochVault.sol (Lines 281,286)

281 function emergencyAction(EAction [] calldata actions) public

ë onlyOwner {

282 uint256 l = actions.length;

283 for (uint256 i = 0; i < l; i++) {

284 address target = actions[i]. target;

285 bytes memory data = actions[i].data;

286 (bool success , ) = target.call{ value: actions[i].

ë value }(data);

287 require(success , "emergencyAction failed");

288 emit EmergencyAction(target , data);

289 }

290 }

Listing 26: SectorBaseEpoch.sol (Lines 123,128)

123 function emergencyAction(EAction [] calldata actions) public

ë onlyOwner {

124 uint256 l = actions.length;

125 for (uint256 i = 0; i < l; i++) {

126 address target = actions[i]. target;

127 bytes memory data = actions[i].data;

128 (bool success , ) = target.call{ value: actions[i].

ë value }(data);

129 require(success , "emergencyAction failed");
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130 emit EmergencyAction(target , data);

131 }

132 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 2

Recommendation:

It is recommended to mark all implementations of the emergencyAction()

function as payable within the solution.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

7c9f3c3a21dc9170180609c255677abd872ef2b7: all instances of the

emergencyAction() functions are now decorated with the payable modifier.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/7c9f3c3a21dc9170180609c255677abd872ef2b7


3.16 (HAL-16) REDEEM EVENT CAN BE
EMITTED WITH ARBITRARY DATA - LOW

Description:

The Redeem event is emitted within the redeem() function of the SCYBase

contract upon successful transaction. However, in the case of the

SCYWEpochVault contract, this event can be emitted with any arbitrary

selected value for amountSharesToRedeem input parameter. The _redeem()

function ignores this input parameter entirely, as shares to redeem are

taken from withdrawLedger collection (WithdrawRecord struct). Therefore,

the value from amountSharesToRedeem input and WithdrawRecord.shares may

be different. This issue may have an impact on third-party solutions

that monitor and consume emitted events.

Code Location:

Listing 27: SCYBase.sol (Lines 77,85,90)

75 function redeem(

76 address receiver ,

77 uint256 amountSharesToRedeem ,

78 address tokenOut ,

79 uint256 minTokenOut

80 ) external nonReentrant returns (uint256 amountTokenOut) {

81 require(isValidBaseToken(tokenOut), "SCY: invalid tokenOut

ë ");

82

83 // this is to handle a case where the strategy sends funds

ë directly to user

84 uint256 amountToTransfer;

85 (amountTokenOut , amountToTransfer) = _redeem(receiver ,

ë tokenOut , amountSharesToRedeem);

86 if (amountTokenOut < minTokenOut) revert InsufficientOut(

ë amountTokenOut , minTokenOut);

87

88 if (amountToTransfer > 0) _transferOut(tokenOut , receiver ,

ë amountToTransfer);

89
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90 emit Redeem(msg.sender , receiver , tokenOut ,

ë amountSharesToRedeem , amountTokenOut);

91 }

Listing 28: SCYWEpochVault.sol (Line 141)

138 function _redeem(

139 address ,

140 address token ,

141 uint256

142 ) internal override returns (uint256 amountTokenOut , uint256

ë amountToTransfer) {

143 uint256 sharesToRedeem;

144 (amountTokenOut , sharesToRedeem) = _redeem(msg.sender);

145 _burn(address(this), sharesToRedeem);

146

147 if (token == NATIVE) IWETH(address(underlying)).withdraw(

ë amountTokenOut);

148 return (amountTokenOut , amountTokenOut);

149 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 3

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to emit the Redeem event with the actual amount of

redeemed shares in every case.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

7dfa2b5a0dffa249514868e5b976c069ad3661a1: the team updated the _redeem()

function, so now it reverts if the expectedShares parameter is not equal

to the amountSharesToRedeem parameter.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/7dfa2b5a0dffa249514868e5b976c069ad3661a1


3.17 (HAL-17) ADJUSTLEVERAGE LACKS
INPUT VALIDATION - LOW

Description:

The adjustLeverage() function allows for decreasing or increasing the

leverage factor. However, the function does not implement any maximum

limit that a user with Manager role can set for the leverage factor

parameter. As a result, in certain situations, increasing the leverage

with an arbitrary selected value may result in loss of funds.

Code Location:

Listing 29: levConvex3Crv.sol

132 function adjustLeverage(uint16 newLeverageFactor) public onlyRole(

ë MANAGER) {

133 if (credAcc == address (0)) {

134 leverageFactor = newLeverageFactor - 100;

135 emit AdjustLeverage(newLeverageFactor);

136 return;

137 }

138

139 uint256 totalAssets = getTotalAssets ();

140 (, , uint256 totalOwed) = creditManager.

ë calcCreditAccountAccruedInterest(credAcc);

141

142 // if (totalOwed > totalAssets) return 0;

143 uint256 currentLeverageFactor = ((100 * totalAssets) / (

ë totalAssets - totalOwed));

144

145 if (currentLeverageFactor > newLeverageFactor) {

146 uint256 lp = convexRewardPool.balanceOf(credAcc);

147 uint256 repay = (lp * (currentLeverageFactor -

ë newLeverageFactor)) /

148 currentLeverageFactor;

149 _decreasePosition(repay);

150 // uint256 balance = underlying.balanceOf(credAcc);

151 // creditFacade.decreaseDebt(balance);

152 } else if (currentLeverageFactor < newLeverageFactor) {
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153 // we need to increase leverage

154 // we need to borrow more

155 uint256 borrowAmnt = (getAndUpdateTVL () * (

ë newLeverageFactor - currentLeverageFactor)) /

156 100;

157 _increasePosition(borrowAmnt , borrowAmnt);

158 }

159 /// leverageFactor used for opening & closing accounts

160 leverageFactor = uint16(getLeverage ()) - 100;

161 emit AdjustLeverage(newLeverageFactor);

162 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 3

Recommendation:

It is recommended to implement a maximum limit for leverage factor param-

eter that a user with Manager role can set within the adjustLeverage()

function.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

7dfa2b5a0dffa249514868e5b976c069ad3661a1: the team updated the _redeem()

function, so now only owner is allowed to increase the leverage factor.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/7dfa2b5a0dffa249514868e5b976c069ad3661a1


3.18 (HAL-18) LACK OF EMERGENCY
STOP PATTERN - LOW

Description:

The current solution does not implement any kind of emergency stop pat-

tern. Such a pattern allows the project team to pause crucial functional-

ities, while being in the state of emergency, e.g., being under adversary

attack. The most prevalent application of the emergency stop pattern is

the Pausable contract from the OpenZeppelin’s library.

In this case, if the emergency stop pattern is not implemented, then func-

tions such as deposit(), redeem(), requestRedeem(), or emergencyRedeem()

cannot be temporarily disabled.

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 2

Recommendation:

It is recommended to implement and apply emergency stop pattern across

solution.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

8b7bc4a385f193a3a45ec06396cd567a0456ccb6, branch:dev: the ERC4626U,

ERC4626, SCYBase and SCYBaseU contracts implement now the Pausable

pattern. The whenNotPaused modifier is applied to ERC20’s

_beforeTokenTransfer() function; therefore, it is possible to pause

transfer of tokens in a state of emergency.
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https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/master/contracts/security/Pausable.sol
https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/8b7bc4a385f193a3a45ec06396cd567a0456ccb6


3.19 (HAL-19) LACK OF TRANSFER
OWNERSHIP PATTERN - LOW

Description:

The current ownership transfer for the contracts UpgradeableBeacon and

SectorFactory process involves the current owner calling the OpenZep-

pelin’s: transferOwnership() function from Ownable contract:

Listing 30: Ownable.sol

69 function transferOwnership(address newOwner) public virtual

ë onlyOwner {

70 require(newOwner != address (0), "Ownable: new owner is the

ë zero address");

71 _transferOwnership(newOwner);

72 }

73

74 /**

75 * @dev Transfers ownership of the contract to a new account

ë (`newOwner `).

76 * Internal function without access restriction.

77 */

78 function _transferOwnership(address newOwner) internal virtual

ë {

79 address oldOwner = _owner;

80 _owner = newOwner;

81 emit OwnershipTransferred(oldOwner , newOwner);

82 }

If the nominated EOA account is not a valid account, it is entirely possi-

ble that the owner may accidentally transfer ownership to an uncontrolled

account, losing the access to all functions with the onlyOwner modifier.

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 2
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https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/master/contracts/access/Ownable.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/master/contracts/access/Ownable.sol


Recommendation:

It is recommended to implement a zero address check in the function and a

two-step process where the owner nominates an account and the nominated

account needs to call an acceptOwnership() function for the transfer of

the ownership to fully succeed. This ensures the nominated EOA account

is a valid and active account.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

af9248eef56a22a9bff7594d44ac77ab4b30c2d7, branch:dev: the

UpgradeableBeacon and SectorFactory contracts now implement the

OwnableTransfer contract that uses the transfer-ownership pattern.
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https://github.com/scion-finance/sector-contracts/commit/af9248eef56a22a9bff7594d44ac77ab4b30c2d7


3.20 (HAL-20) ERC4626U LACKS
RESERVED SPACE FOR FUTURE
UPGRADES - LOW

Description:

The assessment revealed that the ERC4626U.sol lacks __gap parameter.

This array-type parameter is used for reserving space for future

upgrades, so new properties can be added in place of placeholder.

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 2

Impact - 2

Recommendation:

It is recommended to add placeholders to the all, inheritable upgradeable

contracts in the form of uint256[50] private __gap;.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

3fff3ba3d6fb4ad99c843cf60dbec1f95f760807, branch:dev: the ERC4626U.sol

contract now has __gapPre parameter added.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/3fff3ba3d6fb4ad99c843cf60dbec1f95f760807


3.21 (HAL-21) GETVAULTBYID USES
BLOCK.CHAINID PROPERTY -
INFORMATIONAL

Description:

The getVaultById() function from the SectorFactory contract uses the

block.chainid property as a part of the salt used for vault’s address

calculation. The block.chainid property value changes each time the

blockchain forks, therefore, in such an event, the getVaultById() function

will not return a proper address for all vaults deployed before the fork.

Listing 31: SectorFactory.sol (Line 96)

83 /// @/// @notice Computes a Vault 's address from its accepted

ë underlying token.

84 /// @return The address of a Vault which accepts the provided

ë underlying token.

85 /// @dev The Vault returned may not be deployed yet. Use

ë isVaultDeployed to check.

86 function getVaultById(string memory _vaultType , uint256 id)

ë external view returns (address) {

87 return

88 address(

89 keccak256(

90 abi.encodePacked(

91 // Prefix:

92 bytes1 (0xFF),

93 // Creator:

94 address(this),

95 // Salt:

96 bytes32(abi.encodePacked(uint16(id),

ë uint16(block.chainid))),

97 // Bytecode hash:

98 keccak256(

99 abi.encodePacked(

100 // Deployment bytecode:

101 type(BeaconProxy).creationCode ,

102 // Constructor arguments:
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103 abi.encode(beacons[_vaultType], ""

ë )

104 )

105 )

106 )

107 ).fromLast20Bytes () // Convert the CREATE2 hash

ë into an address.

108 );

109 }

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to consider changing selected properties for salt used

in getVaultById() and deployVault() functions.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

d870245414c1ab321a73be4be9996ffbb379130f, branch:dev: the Sector Finance

team added the polymorphic getVaultById() function, so now it is possible

to call it with arbitrary provided value for chainId parameter.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/d870245414c1ab321a73be4be9996ffbb379130f


3.22 (HAL-22) ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
LACK MULDIVDOWN FUNCTION USAGE -
INFORMATIONAL

Description:

The assessment revealed several instances of arithmetic operations: mul-

tiplication and division, done without the usage of the mulDivDown()

function.

Code Location:

AggregatorVault.sol

- Line 208: uint256 underlyingShare = (availableFloat * shares)/

adjustedSupply;

AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

- Line 202: uint256 underlyingShare = (availableFloat * shares)/

adjustedSupply;

BatchedWithdraw.sol

- Line 122: return (1e18 * (currentValue - redeemValue))/ redeemValue;

BatchedWithdrawEpoch.sol

- Line 92: epochExchangeRate[epoch] = (1e18 * amountTokenOut)/

requestedRedeem;

levConvex3Crv.sol

- Line 168: if (currentLeverage == 0)return (100 * underlyingAmnt)/ (

leverageFactor + 100);

- Line 169: return (100 * underlyingAmnt)/ currentLeverage;

- Line 185: (100 * threePoolAdapter.calc_withdraw_one_coin(threePoolLp,

int128(uint128(coinId))))/ (leverageFactor + 100);

levConvex.sol

- Line 138: if (currentLeverage == 0)return (100 * amountOut)/ (
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leverageFactor + 100);

- Line 139: return (100 * amountOut)/ currentLeverage;

- Line 153: (100 * curveAdapter.calc_withdraw_one_coin(lpAmnt, int128(

uint128(coinId))))/ (leverageFactor + 100);

levConvexBase.sol

- Line 108: uint256 withdraw = (uBalance * amount)/ startLp;

- Line 113: : (100 * minBorrowed)/ leverageFactor;

- Line 156: uint256 currentLeverage = ((100 * totalAssets)/ tvl);

- Line 160: uint256 repay = (lp * (currentLeverage - newLeverage))/

currentLeverage;

- Line 276: return ((100 * totalAssets)/ (totalAssets - totalOwed));

- Line 282: return (100 * maxBorrowed)/ leverageFactor;

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to apply the mulDivDown() function across the solution

whenever it is applicable.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

3fff3ba3d6fb4ad99c843cf60dbec1f95f760807, branch:dev: all identified in-

stances are now using the mulDivDown() function.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/3fff3ba3d6fb4ad99c843cf60dbec1f95f760807


3.23 (HAL-23) REDUNDANT
INITIALIZATION OF UINT256 VARIABLES
TO 0 - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

As i is an uint256, it is already initialized to 0. uint256 i = 0

reassigns the 0 to i which wastes gas.

Code Location:

AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

- Line 62: for (uint256 i = 0; i < strategyIndex.length; i++){

AggregatorVault.sol

- Line 66: for (uint256 i = 0; i < strategyIndex.length; i++){

SectorBaseWEpoch.sol

- Line 126: for (uint256 i = 0; i < l; i++){

SCYWEpochVault.sol

- Line 281: for (uint256 i = 0; i < l; i++){

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to not initialize uint256 variables to 0 to save some

gas. For example, use instead:

for (uint256 i; i < proposal.targets.length; ++i).
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Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65, branch:dev: all related in-

stances of unit256 variables initialization are now removed.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65


3.24 (HAL-24) GAS OVER-CONSUMPTION
IN LOOPS - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

In all the loops, the counter variable is incremented using i++. It is

known that, in loops, using ++i costs less gas per iteration than i++.

Code Location:

AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

- Line 62: for (uint256 i = 0; i < strategyIndex.length; i++){

AggregatorVault.sol

- Line 66: for (uint256 i = 0; i < strategyIndex.length; i++){

SectorBaseWEpoch.sol

- Line 126: for (uint256 i = 0; i < l; i++){

SCYWEpochVault.sol

- Line 281: for (uint256 i = 0; i < l; i++){

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Proof of Concept:

For example, based in the following test contract:

Listing 32: Test.sol

1 //SPDX -License -Identifier: MIT

2 pragma solidity 0.8.9;

3

4 contract test {
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5 function postiincrement(uint256 iterations) public {

6 for (uint256 i = 0; i < iterations; i++) {

7 }

8 }

9 function preiincrement(uint256 iterations) public {

10 for (uint256 i = 0; i < iterations; ++i) {

11 }

12 }

13 }

We can see the difference in the gas costs:

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to use ++i instead of i++ to increment the value of

an uint variable inside a loop to save some gas. This is not applicable

outside of loops.
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Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65, branch:dev: all related in-

stances of i++ are now changed to ++i.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65


3.25 (HAL-25) UNUSED CODE
DECLARED - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

The assessment revealed several items in code, that are not used anywhere

in the code.

Code Location:

Listing 33: AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

33 address internal constant NATIVE = address (0);

Listing 34: Aggregator Vault.sol

33 address internal constant NATIVE = address (0);

Listing 35: levConvexBase.sol

25 uint256 constant MIN_LIQUIDITY = 10**3;

Listing 36: levConvexBase.sol

25 IPriceOracleV2 public priceOracle = IPriceOracleV2 (0

ë x6385892aCB085eaa24b745a712C9e682d80FF681);

Listing 37: levConvexBase.sol

51 uint256 constant shortDec = 1e18;

Listing 38: levConvexBase.sol

54 bool threePool = true;
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Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to remove the unused code to save some gas.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65, branch:dev: all instances of

unused code were removed.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65


3.26 (HAL-26) CONSTANT CAN BE
INTRODUCED - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

The assessment revealed several items in code, that can be declared

as constant. The compiler does not reserve a storage slot for these

variables.

Code Location:

Listing 39: AggregatorWEpochVault.sol

37 uint8 MAX_STRATS = 100;

Listing 40: Aggregator Vault.sol

37 uint8 MAX_STRATS = 100;

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to apply constant modifier to save some gas.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65, branch:dev: all instances of

identified parameters are now using constant modifier.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65


3.27 (HAL-27) IMMUTABLE KEYWORD CAN
BE INTRODUCED - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

The assessment revealed several items in code, that can be declared

as immutable. The compiler does not reserve a storage slot for these

variables.

Code Location:

Listing 41: ERC4626.sol

45 bool public useNativeAsset;

Listing 42: SCYWEpochVault.sol

44 bool public acceptsNativeToken;

Listing 43: levConvexBase.sol

28 ICreditFacade public creditFacade;

29

30 ICreditManagerV2 public creditManager;

Listing 44: levConvexBase.sol

34 ISwapRouter public uniswapV3Adapter;

35

36 ICurveV1Adapter public curveAdapter;

Listing 45: levConvexBase.sol

39 IBaseRewardPool public convexRewardPool;

40 IBooster public convexBooster;

41 ISwapRouter public farmRouter;

42
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43 IERC20 public farmToken;

Listing 46: levConvexBase.sol

46 uint16 convexPid;

Listing 47: levConvexBase.sol

53 uint16 coinId;

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1

Recommendation:

It is recommended to apply immutable modifier to save some gas.

Remediation Plan:

SOLVED: The Sector Finance team solved this issue in commit

e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65, branch:dev: all instances of

identified parameters are now using immutable modifier.
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https://github.com/sector-fi/sector-contracts/commit/e6a1e43912cb09bf65804dd31ce5a87497305c65


3.28 (HAL-28) HARDCODED SMART
CONTRACT ADDRESS - INFORMATIONAL

Description:

The assessment revealed an instance of smart contract address compiled

within the code. This creates a risk of unusable code in case of third-

party contract stops providing service due to any reason.

Code Location:

Listing 48: levConvexBase.sol

37 ICurveV1Adapter public threePoolAdapter =

38 ICurveV1Adapter (0 xbd871de345b2408f48C1B249a1dac7E0D7D4F8f9

ë );

Recommendation:

It is recommended to set third-party smart contract address dynamically.

Remediation Plan:

ACKNOWLEDGED: The Sector Finance team acknowledged this finding. This

parameter, marked as constant, is specific to the levConvex3Crv solution.

Risk Level:

Likelihood - 1

Impact - 1
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95

CONTRACT
UPGRADEABILITY



Halborn analyzed the structure of the smart contracts in scope to make

sure all future upgrades are secure:

AggregatorVaultU.sol
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Note that ERC20 class is an alias for ERC20Upgradeable in below illus-

trations.
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AggregatorWEpochVaultU.sol
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SCYVaultU.sol
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SCYWEpochVaultU.sol
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1. There is no possibility of storage collisions between the proxies

and implementations as Sector Finance team is using the standard

BeaconProxy along with UpgradeableBeacon.

2. The proxies and their implementations are deployed and initialized

by SectorFactory.sol, whereas the implementations are deployed sep-

arately as UpgradeableBeacon. No instance of any possible front-run

was identified.

UpgradeableBeacon deployment
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https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/master/contracts/proxy/beacon/BeaconProxy.sol
https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/master/contracts/proxy/beacon/UpgradeableBeacon.sol


Vault deployment via SectorFactory

SectorFactory deployVault implementation
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3. Every initialization function is correctly protected with the

initializer modifier, preventing any possible re-initialization:

Listing 49: AggregatorWEpochVaultU.sol (Line 50)

41 function initialize(

42 IERC20 asset_ ,

43 string memory _name ,

44 string memory _symbol ,

45 bool _useNativeAsset ,

46 uint256 _harvestInterval ,

47 uint256 _maxTvl ,

48 AuthConfig memory authConfig ,

49 FeeConfig memory feeConfig

50 ) public initializer {

51 __ERC4626_init(asset_ , _name , _symbol , _useNativeAsset);

52 __Auth_init(authConfig);

53 __Fees_init(feeConfig);

54

55 maxTvl = _maxTvl;

56 emit MaxTvlUpdated(_maxTvl);

57

58 harvestInterval = _harvestInterval;

59 emit SetHarvestInterval(_harvestInterval);

60

61 lastHarvestTimestamp = block.timestamp;

62 }

Listing 50: AggregatorVaultU.sol (Line 50)

41 function initialize(

42 IERC20 asset_ ,

43 string memory _name ,

44 string memory _symbol ,

45 bool _useNativeAsset ,

46 uint256 _harvestInterval ,

47 uint256 _maxTvl ,

48 AuthConfig memory authConfig ,

49 FeeConfig memory feeConfig

50 ) public initializer {

51 __ERC4626_init(asset_ , _name , _symbol , _useNativeAsset);

52 __Auth_init(authConfig);

53 __Fees_init(feeConfig);
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54

55 maxTvl = _maxTvl;

56 emit MaxTvlUpdated(_maxTvl);

57

58 harvestInterval = _harvestInterval;

59 emit SetHarvestInterval(_harvestInterval);

60

61 lastHarvestTimestamp = block.timestamp;

62 }

Listing 51: SCYWEpochVaultU.sol (Line 65)

61 function initialize(

62 AuthConfig memory authConfig ,

63 FeeConfig memory feeConfig ,

64 SCYVaultConfig memory vaultConfig

65 ) external initializer {

66 __Auth_init(authConfig);

67 __Fees_init(feeConfig);

68 __SCYBase_init(vaultConfig.name , vaultConfig.symbol);

69

70 yieldToken = vaultConfig.yieldToken;

71 strategy = ISCYStrategy(vaultConfig.addr);

72 strategyId = vaultConfig.strategyId;

73 underlying = vaultConfig.underlying;

74 acceptsNativeToken = vaultConfig.acceptsNativeToken;

75 maxTvl = vaultConfig.maxTvl;

76

77 lastHarvestTimestamp = block.timestamp;

78 }

Listing 52: SCYVaultU.sol (Line 63)

59 function initialize(

60 AuthConfig memory authConfig ,

61 FeeConfig memory feeConfig ,

62 SCYVaultConfig memory vaultConfig

63 ) external initializer {

64 __Auth_init(authConfig);

65 __Fees_init(feeConfig);

66 __SCYBase_init(vaultConfig.name , vaultConfig.symbol);

67

68 // vault init
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69 yieldToken = vaultConfig.yieldToken;

70 strategy = ISCYStrategy(vaultConfig.addr);

71 strategyId = vaultConfig.strategyId;

72 underlying = vaultConfig.underlying;

73 acceptsNativeToken = vaultConfig.acceptsNativeToken;

74 maxTvl = vaultConfig.maxTvl;

75

76 lastHarvestTimestamp = block.timestamp;

77 }

4. All the parent contracts are correctly initialized:

AggregatorWEpochVaultU

- SectorBaseWEpochU [X] (no init function)

- BatchedWithdrawEpoch [X] (no init function)

- Accounting [X] (no init function)

- ERC4626U [X]

- Initializable [X] (not needed to initialize)

- ERC20Upgradeable [X]

- ERC20PermitUpgradeable [X]

- AuthU [X]

- FeesU [X]

- ReentrancyGuardUpgradeable [X]

- PausableUpgradeable [X]

AggregatorVaultU

- SectorBaseU [X] (no init function)

- BatchedWithdraw [X] (no init function)

- Accounting [X] (no init function)

- ERC4626U [X]

- Initializable [X] (not needed to initialize)

- ERC20Upgradeable [X]

- ERC20PermitUpgradeable [X]

- AuthU [X]

- FeesU [X]

- ReentrancyGuardUpgradeable [X]

- PausableUpgradeable [X]
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SCYWEpochVaultU

- BatchedWithdrawEpoch [X] (no init function)

- Accounting [X] (no init function)

- SCYBaseU [X] (no init function)

- Initializable [X] (not needed to initialize)

- ERC20Upgradeable [X]

- AuthU [X]

- FeesU [X]

- ReentrancyGuardUpgradeable [X]

- PausableUpgradeable [X]

SCYVaultU

- Accounting [X] (no init function)

- SCYBaseU [X] (no init function)

- Initializable [X] (not needed to initialize)

- ERC20Upgradeable [X]

- AuthU [X]

- FeesU [X]

- ReentrancyGuardUpgradeable [X]

- PausableUpgradeable [X]

5. All relevant parent contracts implement constructor with

_disableInitializers():

Listing 53: ERC4626U.sol (Line 56)

55 constructor () {

56 _disableInitializers ();

57 }

Listing 54: SCYBaseU.sol (Line 43)

42 constructor () {

43 _disableInitializers ();

44 }
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5.1 STATIC ANALYSIS REPORT

Description:

Halborn used automated testing techniques to enhance the coverage of

certain areas of the smart contracts in scope. Among the tools used was

Slither, a Solidity static analysis framework. After Halborn verified

the smart contracts in the repository and was able to compile them

correctly into their ABIs and binary format, Slither was run against the

contracts. This tool can statically verify mathematical relationships

between Solidity variables to detect invalid or inconsistent usage of the

contracts’ APIs across the entire code-base.

Slither results:

AggregatorWEpochVault.sol
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levConvexVault.sol
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levConvex3Crv.sol
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SectorFactory.sol
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• Re-entrancy issues are false positives.

• Usage of timestamp for comparisons is false positive.

• Vast number of findings are false positives.

• Multiple informational issues related to solidity naming convention

were identified.

• Some findings were reported as UNUSED CODE DECLARED, CONSTANT CAN

BE INTRODUCED, IMMUTABLE CAN BE INTRODUCED

• No major issues were found by Slither.
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5.2 AUTOMATED SECURITY SCAN

Description:

Halborn used automated security scanners to assist with detection of

well-known security issues and to identify low-hanging fruits on the

targets for this engagement. Among the tools used was MythX, a security

analysis service for Ethereum smart contracts. MythX performed a scan

on the smart contracts and sent the compiled results to the analyzers in

order to locate any vulnerabilities.

MythX results:

levConvexVault.sol
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levConvex3Crv.sol
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levConvex.sol
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SectorFactory.sol

• The majority of identified issues are related to arithmetic opera-

tions and out-of-bounds array access.

• The Integer Overflow and Underflow findings are false positives.

The actual instances of Integer Overflow and Underflow were identi-

fied and reported during dynamic testing.

• levConvexBase.sol, SectorBaseEpoch.sol, SCYWEpochVault.sol files

were included in other scans.

• AggregatorWEpochVault.sol yielded no result.

• Findings related to the OpenZepplin libraries were omitted.

• Duplicate contract scans were omitted.

• No major issues were discovered by Mythx software.
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